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As could be imagined, the storm of this controversy
made Lord Irwin's task in India extremely difficult. The
Congress leaders became suspicious of the intentions of
His Majesty's Government and insisted, at an interview
with the Viceroy, on his giving an undertaking that the
Round Table Conference x should meet to draw up a Con-
stitution for immediate Dominion Status for India. The
Viceroy could not possibly give such a definite promise.
Thus the intransigent element in the Congress found an
occasion for the advocacy of all forms of extremism and
succeeded in persuading Gandhi to take an aggressive at-
titude towards the Viceroy's invitation to co-operation.
The Congress then raised the cry of "complete independence "
from British control and precipitated open hostilities with
the Government.
Nevertheless, Lord Irwin's policy was not altogether
frustrated by the Congress. The Indian Liberals and other
I feel that the answer should equally be given by the Prime Minister in
his capacity as Leader of the House of Commons.
I am,
Very sincerely yours,
stanley baldwin.
10, Downing Street,
Whitehall, November n, 1929.
My dear Mr. Baldwin,
I am grateful to you for your letter. The answer to both parts
of the question " whether the Viceroy's declaration implies any change
in the policy hitherto declared or in the time when this status may be
attained " is " No."
The policy, as you will remember, is set out in the Preamble of the
Government of India Act, 1919, and it stands unchanged unless and until
Parliament decides to amend that Act.
I am,
Very sincerely yours,
J. ramsay macdonald.
1 It is interesting to note that during the Viceroyalty of Lord Reading,
Mr. Gandhi repeatedly demanded a Round Table Conference between the
Government and the Congress ; but he insisted upon " a real Conference,
where only equals are to sit and there is not a single beggar." Lord
Heading then refused to convene a Round Table Conference,

